NASTE Season 2015 – Race #8
January 17, 2015
Jacquelin Park, Hillsboro, Oregon

A new track, a new challenge, and another exciting evening of racing! As you’ve probably all heard by
now Monte and Victoria replaced their SCX Digital track with a new Carrera Digital track and it was a hit.
The new track is smooth as silk and the layout easy enough that after a few minutes most were driving
like experts. The Carrera Can Am cars Monte had prepared by removing the magnets and adding Paul
Gage tires performed flawlessly, the system operated without a hitch. The drivers? Well, it is a NASTE
event after all.
Once the sixteen racers in attendance had some practice time, we let the ladies – and Thomas – divide
up the racers into four teams and it was Enduro time. During the next two hours teams raced lap after
furious lap while taking time to come in for the occasional pit stop and refuel. Ok, they were a little
more than occasional… We’ll work on that. Regardless, by the conclusion the margin between the top
three teams was a mere four laps for an amazingly close finish!
Let’s not forget the food. Plenty of it for anyone with time to eat. There was pizza, vegetarian pizza,
chicken, and assorted snacks, as well as Dorothy’s famous candies on hand.
By the end of the evening smiles were out everywhere and all seemed to have had a pretty good time.
And that’s about all you can hope for.

Here are the final results:
The Enduro – NASTE Race #8 – Jacquelin Park

Season Points

Team 4 – 863 Laps
Thomas Flood, Todd Flood, Tracy Flood, Rico Locati

20

Team 2 – 859 Laps
Dorothy Abbott, Mitch Brooks, Goose Gossett, Bill Bostic

19

Team 3 – 859 Laps
June Petrequin, Tyler Petrequin, Bryan Trachsel, Terry Abbott

19

Team 1 – 819 Laps
Victoria Saager, Monte Saager, Jeff Fields, Chris Brooks

17

